
You’ve seen them on the runway, in upscale optical shops, and in fashion magazines; now you can have 
one for your location(s), but don’t expect to pay $400. Instead, expect to pay half that amount. You need the 
Agadir on your board since it has a great new shape, memory metal, and classic colors.  

Agadir
Men’s Memory Metal
Colors: Grey, Light Brown

An elongated, upswept frame front in thin profile is extremely flattering on most face shapes. Both warm 
and cool complexions can benefit from classic Blue and Light Brown hues. Note the tasteful two-toned 
colors on the temples. 

Varna
Women’s Memory Metal

EYE  DBL  TEMPLE
53 17 140mm

Words like “elegant,” “striking,” and “distinctive” may all be used to describe the aptly named Casablanca.  
From the two-toned double wire rim on the front to the matching temples with both flat and rounded  
accents. Many women will gravitate towards this look the moment they see it.

Casablanca
Women’s Memory Metal
Colors: Gold, Platinum

EYE  DBL  TEMPLE
53 17 140mm

The perfect new Bulova Twist Titanium style for your larger guy. Take note of the incredibly comfy high 
brow bar/high temple combination. Very deep “B” dimensions and with a fitting size of 59mm (extended 
frame front/temple placement). Your male patient will love its lightweight yet incredibly sturdy design 
because he is tired of having to squeeze into a smaller frame.   

Rabat
Men’s Memory Metal
Colors: Black, Blue

EYE  DBL  TEMPLE
55 17 145mm
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